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Abstract: At first order, wind-generated ocean surface waves represent the dominant forcing of open-
coast morpho-dynamics and associated vulnerability over a wide range of time scales. It is therefore
paramount to improve our understanding of the regional coastal wave variability, particularly the
occurrence of extremes, and to evaluate how they are connected to large-scale atmospheric regimes.
Here, we propose a new “2-ways wave tracking algorithm” to evaluate and quantify the open-ocean
origins and associated atmospheric forcing patterns of coastal wave extremes all around the Pacific
basin for the 1979–2020 period. Interestingly, the results showed that while extreme coastal events
tend to originate mostly from their closest wind-forcing regime, the combined influence from all other
remote atmospheric drivers is similar (55% local vs. 45% remote) with, in particular, ~22% coming
from waves generated remotely in the opposite hemisphere. We found a strong interconnection
between the tropical and extratropical regions with around 30% of coastal extremes in the tropics
originating at higher latitudes and vice-versa. This occurs mostly in the boreal summer through
the increased seasonal activity of the southern jet-stream and the northern tropical cyclone basins.
At interannual timescales, we evidenced alternatingly increased coastal wave extremes between the
western and eastern Pacific that emerge from the distinct seasonal influence of ENSO in the Northern
and SAM in the Southern Hemisphere on their respective paired wind-wave regimes. Together these
results pave the way for a better understanding of the climate connection to wave extremes, which
represents the preliminary step toward better regional projections and forecasts of coastal waves.

Keywords: climate variability; ENSO; SAM; coastal waves; coastal extremes; atmospheric
teleconnections

1. Introduction

Wind-generated ocean surface waves represent the principal driver of open littoral
vulnerability over a wide range of scales including long interannual timescales [1]. In par-
ticular, coastal breaking waves have been shown to contribute significantly to extreme
coastal water-level episodes and associated flooding and erosion [2–6], therefore strongly
impacting littoral socio-economic systems and human activities, e.g., coastal infrastruc-
tures’ maneuverability [7], energy resources [8], marine/mangrove ecosystems [9,10], water
quality [11,12], aquaculture, and oil industries [13,14].

Coastal breaking waves can originate from long-wavelength wind-waves (swell) able
to propagate across entire ocean basins [15–17] as well as from short-period wind seas.
Therefore, they can be spawned from both local and remote storms that are produced by
a large variety of large-scale atmospheric regimes. A recent study [18] used a statistical
clustering method on historical simulations of ocean surface waves to classify mean global
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wave climates according to their atmospheric forcing. Overall, their results emphasize that
coastal wave climates may be grouped in two main categories, i.e., with:

Tropical origins: trade wind regimes and tropical cyclones.
Extra-tropical origins: jet-streams’ intensity associated with the polar front.

To identify the main seasonal atmospheric patterns responsible for regional coastal
wave activity Almar et al. [19] used lag-correlations between significant daily wave energy
in the Atlantic (Dakar, Senegal) and large-scale surface wind amplitude anomalies for
different seasons. Their results highlight in particular that remote extra-tropical winter
waves from both the Northern and Southern hemisphere tend to reach tropical coastlines
with an oblique incidence. This promotes larger destabilizing effects and increased coastal
erosion due to a stronger longshore sediment transport compared to the more shore-
normal incidence of waves originating from tropical regimes. This stresses the importance
of evaluating the influence of different local vs. remote large-scale atmospheric regimes on
coastal waves variability for a better assessment of regional coastal vulnerability and thus
better predictions for more adapted local resiliency procedures.

The relationships between global ocean surface waves and large-scale atmospheric
climate variability have been extensively investigated [20–28]. To summarize, changes in
wave activity induced by large-scale wind regimes activity arise from the natural ocean–
atmosphere-coupled variability that operates at timescales ranging from intra-seasonal
to multi-decadal. However, the Pacific basin is predominantly under the influence of
the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the dominant mode of global variability at in-
terannual timescales [29]. Building upon the recent theoretical progress made in ENSO
research [30–32] showed that accounting for the full variety of ENSO teleconnection path-
ways to tropical and extra-tropical storm activity allowed explaining, on average, ~35%
of Pacific coastal wave interannual variability (~20% in the Southern Hemisphere and up
to 55% in the Northern Hemisphere) Hemer et al. [23] identified that the principal mode
of interannual variability of the Southern Hemisphere wave variability was significantly
related to the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). A follow-up study by [33] showed that the
local wind-generated forcing in the Southern Hemisphere extra-tropics can produce waves
that significantly propagate equatorward, far from their region of generation, and they
potentially affect coastal regions even all the way to the Northern Hemisphere. This is a
strong incentive to quantify the respective origins of coastal wave extremes, i.e., locally vs.
remotely forced, in the context of the dominant control of Pacific climate modes on storm
activity and associated wave generation, with a specific focus on ENSO and SAM.

In particular, a new “2-ways wave tracking” algorithm was introduced to evaluate the
open-ocean origins and associated atmospheric forcing of local coastal wave extremes all
around the Pacific Rim. Once the mean connection between coastal wave extremes and basin-
scale atmospheric regimes are comprehensively quantified, the seasonal and interannual
modulation of these paired atmospheric patterns and regional wave climates is examined.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: in Section 2, we present the data along
with the main steps of the methodological framework employed to track open-ocean wave
extremes down to the Pacific basin shorelines. Section 3 describes quantitatively the mean,
seasonal, and interannual connections between the Pacific regional coastal extremes and
the basin-scale wave regimes. In particular, we evaluated their variability in the context of
ENSO and SAM, the dominant seasonally modulated climate modes in the Pacific. Finally,
Section 4 provides a summary and a discussion on the relevance of our approach in view of
more accurate regional projections and forecasts of coastal wave extremes.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Wave and Wind Data

Surface wave data [significant height Hs, peak period Tp, and direction Dp) and
10-m winds were extracted from the fifth generation of the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA5) at a 1-day temporal resolution
between 1979 and 2020 and a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ horizontal resolution (30 km × 30 km for the
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atmospheric variables, i.e., wind speed and direction) over the Pacific basin (100◦ E–300◦ E;
90◦ S–90◦ N). ERA5 combines vast amounts of historical observations into global estimates
using advanced modelling and data assimilation systems [34]. To characterize coastal
wave activity specifically, ERA5 wave data were re-sampled equidistantly, via a nearest
neighbor interpolation, along the Pacific coast at a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ using the
Global Self-consistent Hierarchical High-resolution Geography dataset (GSHHG version
2.3.6) [35].

To illustrate how large-scale atmospheric regimes are seasonally paired with open-
ocean wave patterns, Figure 1 presents climatology maps of 10-meters wind speeds and
significant wave heights (shading) and their direction (arrows) averaged in the boreal win-
ter (December–February, DJF, Figures 1a and 1c respectively) and summer (June–August,
JJA, Figures 1b and 1d respectively). We can observe the strong westerlies between 30 and
50◦ N, a signature of the strengthened northern hemisphere polar front and easterlies
or trade winds (10–30◦ N) associated with the intensified Aleutian low and subtropical
high-pressure system, respectively, in the boreal winter (Figure 1a). Both regimes coincide
with stronger ocean surface wave patterns located directly underneath (Figure 1c). There is
a seasonal reversal with increased westerlies and trade winds in the southern hemisphere
in the boreal summer (Figure 1b). It is noteworthy that although subject to a seasonal mod-
ulation, the polar front and associated extratropical open-ocean wave activity (Figure 1d)
in the Southern Ocean remains strong all year round.
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ing) and direction (arrows) (b) averaged in boreal winter (December–February, DJF) over the period 1979–2020. Panels (c) 
and (d) are the same but averaged in boreal summer (June–August, JJA). Delineations of open-ocean wave generation 
(black boxes) and coastal regions (colored dots) in the Pacific are shown in panel (b). The centroid of each open-ocean 
region, evaluated as the spatial barycenter of the region considering only oceanic points and represented by the black 
triangles in panel (b), displays the spatial origin of all extreme events occurring in this region. 
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the resultant wave energy time series averaged in the Pacific North-East region zoomed 
in on the period of 2015–2019, which showcases in particular the typical strong seasonal 
variability in the northern hemisphere characterized by increased (decreased) wave en-
ergy during the boreal winter (summer). Note that we assumed that the centroid of each 
box, evaluated as the spatial barycenter of the box considering only oceanic points and 
represented by the back triangles in Figure 1b, displays the spatial origin of all extreme 
events occurring in this region. A wave energy event was then considered extreme if the 
daily anomaly, calculated as the departure from the wave energy 1-month running mean, 
was above 120% of its 1-month running standard deviation. As compared to using a fixed 
criterion for the entire period, this “sliding threshold” allowed accounting for the strong 
seasonal variability and detecting extreme events even during the boreal summers char-
acterized by a smaller wave energy. In addition, since waves are generated by storms that 
usually extend over the course of several days (e.g., the typical return period of extra trop-
ical storms in the boreal winter is around 7–10 days) and therefore to not count the same 
event twice, a minimum of 7 days was set between the detection of two extremes. Red 

Figure 1. Climatology of 10 meters wind speeds (shading) and direction (arrows) (a) and of significant wave height (shading)
and direction (arrows) (b) averaged in boreal winter (December–February, DJF) over the period 1979–2020. Panels (c) and
(d) are the same but averaged in boreal summer (June–August, JJA). Delineations of open-ocean wave generation (black
boxes) and coastal regions (colored dots) in the Pacific are shown in panel (b). The centroid of each open-ocean region,
evaluated as the spatial barycenter of the region considering only oceanic points and represented by the black triangles in
panel (b), displays the spatial origin of all extreme events occurring in this region.
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2.2. Open Ocean Origins of Coastal Waves

To evaluate the different origins of coastal wave extremes around the Pacific, the basin
was divided into eight regions to isolate the essential paired large-scale wind and wave
patterns (cf. black boxes on Figure 1), in particular the Pacific:

• North-West (NW) that includes the western part of the northern hemisphere polar
and sub-tropical fronts as well as the west Asian monsoonal system,

• North-East (NE) that includes the eastern part of the northern hemisphere polar and
sub-tropical fronts,

• Tropical North-West (TNW) that includes the western part of the northern hemisphere
trade wind system and the Pacific North-West tropical cyclone basin,

• Tropical North-East (TNE) that includes the western part of the northern hemisphere
trade wind system (i.e., the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone) and the Pacific North-
East tropical cyclone basin,

• Tropical South-West (TSW) that includes the western part of the southern hemisphere
trade wind system (i.e., the South Pacific Convergence Zone) and the South Pacific
tropical cyclone basin,

• Tropical South-East (TSE) that includes the eastern part of the southern hemisphere
trade wind system,

• South-West (SW) that includes the western part of the southern hemisphere polar and
sub-tropical fronts,

• South-East (SE) that includes the eastern part of the southern hemisphere polar and
sub-tropical fronts.

2.3. Detection of Open-Ocean Extreme Waves

The deep-water wave energy flux, proportional to and here simply defined as Hs
2TP [36],

was then spatially averaged in each of these regions. As an example, Figure 2 presents
the resultant wave energy time series averaged in the Pacific North-East region zoomed
in on the period of 2015–2019, which showcases in particular the typical strong seasonal
variability in the northern hemisphere characterized by increased (decreased) wave energy
during the boreal winter (summer). Note that we assumed that the centroid of each
box, evaluated as the spatial barycenter of the box considering only oceanic points and
represented by the back triangles in Figure 1b, displays the spatial origin of all extreme
events occurring in this region. A wave energy event was then considered extreme if
the daily anomaly, calculated as the departure from the wave energy 1-month running
mean, was above 120% of its 1-month running standard deviation. As compared to using
a fixed criterion for the entire period, this “sliding threshold” allowed accounting for the
strong seasonal variability and detecting extreme events even during the boreal summers
characterized by a smaller wave energy. In addition, since waves are generated by storms
that usually extend over the course of several days (e.g., the typical return period of extra
tropical storms in the boreal winter is around 7–10 days) and therefore to not count the
same event twice, a minimum of 7 days was set between the detection of two extremes.
Red dots in Figure 2a show all extreme events identified over the period of 2015–2019 in
the Pacific North-East open ocean.
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Figure 2. (a) Daily wave energy (Hs
2TP in m2s) timeseries (zoomed in on the period of 2015–2019)

in the Pacific North-East oceanic region (black line) and extreme wave events (red dots) identified
using the method described in Section 2.3. (b) Total number of extreme events detected in December–
February (DJF, blue bars) and June–August (JJA, orange bars) for each oceanic region.

2.4. Tracking Down the Extreme Events from the Open Ocean to the Pacific Coastlines

In the next step, we evaluated how different coastal regions of the Pacific basin (defined
by the colored dots along the Pacific coastline in Figure 2b) are affected by extreme wave
events generated in a given oceanic region or, in other words, towards which coastlines
and in which proportion these large ocean waves propagate. To do so, a “2-ways wave
tracking” algorithm was introduced. The main steps of this method are summarized in the
following.

1. Space-time criterion: Based on the distance between the centroid of an open-ocean
region (i.e., the assumed origin of waves) and each coastal point around the Pacific
basin and using the equation of group velocity under the deep-water approximation
to infer the wave speed, i.e., c = 1.56 ∗

√
TP
2 , where TP is the wave peak period, we

can approximate a temporal window during which the waves generated off-shore are
likely to reach the coast. This interval was estimated using a minimum (maximum)
period TP of 8 s (20 s).

2. Wave incidence direction criterion: Since waves can be generated by a multitude of
local and remote storms, it remains uncertain if the wave events identified at the coast
using only the previous space-time criterion actually originate from the considered
oceanic region and not from another area (i.e., from a different atmospheric forcing;
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e.g., a local storm or another remote swell). To distinguish events with potential
different off-shore origins, we filtered out coastal waves characterized by a direction
of incidence not comprised within a certain directional interval/cone defined by the
lines linking each coastal point in the Pacific to the two opposite corners of the oceanic
box considered.

3. Lag-correlation criterion: Once the coastal events were narrowed down to only those
with reasonable directions of incidence with regard to their potential off-shore origin,
a lag-correlation criterion was applied to (i) evaluate/quantify the coherency between
the open ocean and coastal wave events and (ii) if appropriate, estimate the lag
(i.e., the time of propagation between the open-ocean wave origin and the coastline).
In particular, we calculated the different lag-correlations between the offshore wave
extremes and the coastal event within the temporal window and considered the waves
at the coast as actually generated by the open-ocean extreme event only if the p-values
of the maximum lag-correlation were below 0.05 (i.e., correlation significant at the
95% confidence level according to a Student t-test).

2.5. Climate Mode Indices and Related Storm Activity

As mentioned earlier, the modulation of surface wave activity in the Pacific basin at
interannual time scales is dominated by ENSO in the Northern Hemisphere and tropical
regions and SAM in the Southern Hemisphere. To characterize ENSO variations, we
used the classic monthly Niño3.4 index calculated as the interannual anomalies related to
the monthly mean climatology of sea surface temperatures (SST) averaged in the region
(170◦–120◦ W; 5◦ N–5◦ S). The Southern Annular Mode variability is described by the SAM
monthly index and calculated as the zonal pressure difference between the latitudes 40◦ S
and 65◦ S.

3. Results
3.1. Mean Coastal Extremes Climate

This tracking algorithm is now applied to evaluate towards which coastlines the
extreme events identified in each open-ocean region significantly propagate. Figure 2b
shows the total number of extreme events detected in December–February (DJF, blue bars)
and June–August (JJA, orange bars) for each oceanic region. Unsurprisingly, more extreme
waves were seen to be generated in winter, but the methodology described above also
successfully detects anomalously strong events in the summer. Figure 3 presents the repar-
tition around the Pacific Rim of the number of extreme coastal events (i.e., days) that were
generated in each oceanic area over the total period of 1979–2020. These spatial patterns
reveal that coastlines are mostly under the influence of wave extremes generated in the
neighboring open-ocean region by their associated paired large-scale atmospheric forcing.
Yet, waves generated in the strong polar jet-streams at the higher latitudes (Figure 3a,b,g,h)
seem to also propagate to a large extent towards the tropical regions. In particular, large
waves formed in the Southern Ocean are seen to propagate significantly even towards the
remote tropical regions of the Northern Hemisphere (Figure 3g,h). While the propagation
of extreme waves generated in the tropical band tends to stay confined within this region,
waves can however widely propagate away from their individual area of generation to-
wards other remote tropical locations. They can even, to some extent, reach extra-tropical
coastlines (Figure 3c–f), in particular in the North-West and North-East tropical Pacific, po-
tentially through large waves formed by tropical storms in these extremely active hurricane
basins.
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Figure 3. Spatial repartition around the Pacific Rim of the number of extreme coastal events that were generated in each
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North-West (a), North-East (b), Tropical North-West (c), Tropical North-East (d), Tropical South-West (e), Tropical South-East
(f), South-West (g), and South-East (h).

To quantify their local versus remote origins, Table 1 distinguishes the repartition
(in %) of all coastal extremes accumulated along nine different coastal regions, delineated
by the colored dots on Figure 1, according to their oceanic origin. Note that we split, in
Table 1, both the tropical Pacific West and East coasts up into a northern and southern
region to distinguish their respective hemispheric contributions. These statistics confirm
that the largest individual number of coastal wave extremes originates from the closest
open-ocean generating region (i.e., an average of 54% local origin). However, the summed-
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up influence of all other oceanic regions yields to a rather similar contribution from remote
locations (i.e., 46%), highlighting the wide diversity in origins (and thus characteristics)
of extreme coastal waves around the Pacific basin. Overall, 22% of extreme events in the
Pacific coastal regions are generated remotely in the opposite hemisphere. Around 35% of
coastal extremes in the tropics are generated at higher latitudes with the breakdown per
hemisphere revealing a significant asymmetry with an average of 14% (10%) of large waves
in the Tropics originating from the Southern (Northern) Hemisphere jet-stream, most likely
a consequence of the year-round storm activity in the Southern Ocean. In particular, the
strongest extratropical contribution to coastal extremes in the tropics (16%) comes from the
South-Eastern Pacific. Similarly, ~30% of coastal extremes impacting the higher latitudes
originates from the tropical band. Interestingly, we observed also a significant hemispheric
asymmetry with 13% of coastal extremes in the southern extratropical regions coming
from the northern tropical band as compared to 7% of large waves in the northern higher
latitudes originating from the southern tropical regions.

Table 1. Repartition (in %) of all extreme coastal wave occurrences accumulated along nine different coastal regions,
delineated by the colored dots on Figure 1b, according to their oceanic origin.

Coastal Regions
Oceanic Regions Nort-

West
North-

East
Tropical

North-West
Tropical

North-East
Tropical

South-West
Tropical

South-East
South-
West

South-
East

North-West 51% 8% 21% 5% 4% 5% 3% 3%
North-East 8% 66% 3% 15% 2% 3% 1% 1%

Tropic North-West 14% 9% 47% 11% 6% 5% 5% 3%
Tropic North-East 4% 11% 8% 33% 3% 22% 3% 16%

Islands 3% 8% 2% 13% 3% 44% 2% 24%
Tropic South-West 7% 2% 15% 2% 42% 6% 15% 10%
Tropic South-East 6% 4% 3% 17% 3% 38% 3% 26%

South-West 4% 1% 6% 2% 15% 4% 58% 9%
South-East 1% 1% 3% 14% 2% 22% 8% 48%

For a more in-depth statistical description of coastal wave extremes’ characteristics,
Figure 4 displays bulk parameters of wave extremes, namely, their mean energy and
direction of incidence, averaged over all events detected within each of the coastal regions
and classified according to their oceanic origin. A preliminary visual inspection reveals
that extratropical coastlines face more energetic swells and particularly in the Southern
Pacific, most likely because the open Southern Ocean produces larger waves year-round.
In addition, coastal regions in the eastern Pacific seaboard, particularly in the tropics, are
under the influence of more energetic waves originating from the dominant extratropical
westerlies (Figure 4b,e,g) as compared to east-facing shores (Figure 4a,b), with a notable
exception in the Pacific South-West with its south-west-facing shores open to the strong
extratropical storms generated year-round in the Southern Ocean. While extratropical
coastlines are unsurprisingly impacted by extreme energetic wave events originating mostly
from the northern and southern polar jet-streams, their incidence tends to be restricted to
a smaller cone of influence (Figure 4a,b,g), as compared to the wide directional diversity
found along tropical coastlines. This is particularly striking in the Pacific tropical islands,
which are, even more so than the tropical continental coastlines, under the significant
influence of both tropical and extratropical wave regimes from both hemispheres.
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3.2. Seasonal Variability of Coastal Extremes’ Origins

To explore the seasonality of these across-hemispheric and tropical–extratropical
waves’ propagation, Figure 5 shows annual cycles of the total number of extreme coastal
events per hemisphere according to their Northern vs. Southern and tropical vs. extrat-
ropical origins. Note that the eastern and western part of each tropical and extratropical
basins were combined together to facilitate a comprehensive evaluation of the paired
atmospheric-wave regimes in both hemispheres. Coastal wave extremes impacting the
Northern Hemisphere mostly originate from the northern tropical and extratropical regions
in the boreal winter consistently with the increase in trade and westerly winds activity
during this season (Figures 1a and 5a). Conversely, coastal waves in the boreal summer
tend to originate rather equally from the tropical and extratropical regions of both the
Southern and Northern Hemispheres, which is consistent with the increase in the southern
trade and westerly winds activity and potentially of the northern tropical cyclone activity
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during this time of year. In the Southern Hemisphere, coastal waves are seen to mostly
originate year-round from their tropical and extratropical regions (Figure 5b). However, we
observed a significant contribution of the northern tropical region to wave extremes in this
hemisphere in particular in the boreal winter and to some extent in the summer. This could
reflect the strong ENSO control on the Northern Hemisphere extratropical storm activity
and the seasonal increase in Northern-Hemisphere tropical cyclone activity, respectively.
This interannual modulation of paired wind regimes and wave extremes is tackled in the
next section.
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3.3. Climate Modes—Driven Interannual Variability of Pacific Wind-Wave Regimes

Now, the respective control of the two dominant Pacific climate modes, namely, ENSO
and SAM, on the interannual variability of atmospheric regimes and their induced extreme
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wave activity is examined. First, Table 2 shows correlations between seasonally averaged
interannual anomalies of extreme wave occurrence averaged in different open–ocean
regions and the typical indices characterizing ENSO and SAM variability, Niño3.4, and
SAM.

Table 2. Correlations between seasonally averaged interannual anomalies of extreme wave occurrence averaged in different
open-ocean regions and climate modes. Correlations significant at the 95% level according to a Student t-test are displayed
in bold.

Climate Modes (Season)
Oceanic Regions North-

West
North-

East
Tropical

North-West
Tropical

North-East
Tropical

South-West
Tropical

South-East
South-
West

South-
East

Niño3.4 (DJF) −0.02 0.30 −0.09 0.55 0.10 0.32 0.06 −0.13
Niño3.4 (JJAS) 0.32 0.13 0.60 0.23 0.25 −0.13 0.43 −0.10

SAM (DJF) −0.25 −0.05 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.21 0.34
SAM (MAM) 0.20 −0.02 0.24 0.28 0.28 0.49 0.38 0.38

SAM (JJA) −0.13 −0.14 0.05 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.47 0.27
SAM (SON) −0.35 0.01 −0.11 −0.05 0.00 0.13 −0.06 0.39

• ENSO: The ENSO control on the eastern Pacific wave regimes, and in particular in the
tropical northeastern region (Table 2, r = 0.55), is strong in the boreal winter when El
Niño events reach their maximum. The peak of El Niño events is characterized by a
reduction/reversal of the trade winds in the central equatorial Pacific, which triggers
strong positive (negative) SST anomalies in the tropical eastern (western) Pacific,
which can induce, through atmospheric teleconnections, a shrinking of the Hadley
circulation extent in the middle and lower troposphere and expansion (shrinking) of
the Hadley circulation extent in the upper troposphere [37]. This in turn promotes a
strengthening of the Aleutian low-pressure system associated with an equatorward
shift of the westerlies into the eastern subtropical region as indicated by the regression
pattern of surface winds onto Niño3.4 in DJF on Figure 6a. This will induce an
increased activity in the tropical northeastern Pacific wave regime as evidenced by the
strong relationship (cf. Figure 6c) between the anomalous occurrence of extreme wave
events in this region and an index characterizing the meridional displacement of the
northern hemisphere jet-stream (calculated as the difference in surface wind speed
between the subtropical and the high-latitudes region delineated by the blue boxes
on Figure 6a). In the boreal summer, we observed a strong influence of ENSO on the
western Pacific wave regimes and, in particular, in the Tropical North-West region
(Table 2, r = 0.60). However, the regression pattern of surface winds onto Niño3.4 in
JJAS (Figure 6b) displayed a reduction in trade winds activity related to the onset of
El Niño events, which suggests that the increase in extreme waves in this region is not
related to this typical climatological wind pattern. Instead, the regression showcases
an increase in cyclonic surface winds (and associated vorticity) and a decrease in
vertical wind shear (not shown), implying a potential strong control of ENSO on wave
extremes in the western Pacific through its modulation of tropical cyclone activity [38].
To quantify the tropical cyclone activity in the northwestern Pacific, we calculated
the monthly interannual anomalies of the accumulated cyclone energy (ACE), which
represents an integrated measure of tropical storms intensity [39], averaged over the
entire cyclonic basin (the red box on Figure 6b) following the method described in [40].
This ACE index anomalies are strongly correlated with the anomalous occurrence of
wave extreme in this region (cf. Figure 6d), confirming the ENSO control on wave
activity through the seasonally modulated increase in Tropical cyclone activity that
can even affect the Pacific North-West extratropical coastlines (Table 2).

• SAM: The occurrence of extreme waves in the extratropical south Pacific is signifi-
cantly linked to SAM interannual variability year-round with the exception of the
Pacific South-West in September–November and December–February (Table 2). The re-
gressions of surface wind speed in austral spring and summer (Figure 7a,c) are indeed
characterized by a strong meridional dipole of the jet-related zonal wind structure
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marked in particular by a decrease and reversal in the westerlies south of Australia,
preventing the generation of large waves in this area (i.e., the Pacific South-West). This
pattern is concurrent with an increased intensity, a poleward confinement, and zonal
extension of the polar jet into the Pacific South-East, which promotes an increased
generation of large waves affecting this region. This is shown by the significant
correlation between an index characterizing the strength of the zonal surface wind
dipole (the difference in wind speed between the two blue boxes on Figure 7e) and the
anomalous occurrence of extreme waves in the southeastern Pacific region (Figure 7e).
Conversely, significant correlations were observed between anomalous occurrence of
extreme waves in the Pacific South-West and SAM in March–May and June–August
(Table 2). The regressions of surface winds onto SAM during these seasons displayed
a more meandering polar jet-stream, which, in particular, moved closer to Australia
and can therefore generate large waves more likely to affect the Pacific South-West
(Figure 7b,d). Interestingly, this meandering structure is also associated with a more
northwest wind direction in the Pacific South-East that is less likely to affect coastal re-
gions in this area and with an intensification of the high-pressure system in the central
south Pacific. This anomalous anticyclonic circulation promotes more southwesterly
winds and associated waves that can reach the tropical Pacific South-East. This is
confirmed by the strong relationship between an index characterizing the strength of
this high-pressure system calculated as the sum of the surface wind zonal velocity
averaged in the red and blue boxes on Figure 7b and the anomalous occurrence of
large waves in the tropical Pacific South-East.
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Figure 6. Regression of wind speed (shading) and direction (arrows) of 10 meters surface winds anomalies onto the Niño3.4
index averaged in December–February (a) in June–September (b). Only regressions significant at the 95% level according to
a Student t-test are displayed. Relationships (c) between the interannual anomalies of extreme open-ocean wave occurrence
in the Pacific Tropical North-East in December–February and an index characterizing the ENSO-induced meridional swing
of the Northern-Hemisphere jet stream and (d) between the interannual anomalies of extreme open-ocean wave occurrence
in the Pacific Tropical North-West in June–September and an index characterizing the anomalous tropical cyclone activity in
the region delineated by the red box on panel b (Accumulated Cyclone Energy anomalies, “ACE anom”).
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Figure 7. Regression of wind speed (shading) and direction (arrows) of 10-m surface winds anomalies onto the SAM index
averaged in December–February (a), March–May (b), September–November (c), and June–August (d). Only regressions
significant at the 95% level according to a Student t-test are displayed. Relationships (e) between the interannual anomalies
of extreme open-ocean wave occurrence in the Pacific South-East in September–November and an index characterizing the
SAM-induced zonal structure of the Southern-Hemisphere jet stream and (f) between the interannual anomalies of extreme
open-ocean wave occurrence in the Pacific Tropical South-East in March–May and an index characterizing the jet-stream
meandering and related strength of the southern subtropical high-pressure system.

4. Summary and Discussion

In this study, a new method was introduced to quantify the connections between the
occurrence of large waves in the open ocean and coastal wave events all around the Pacific
rim over the period 1979–2020. This allowed the evaluations of the oceanic origins and
associated large-scale wind regimes of coastal waves in the Pacific basin and therefore a
comprehensive assessment of the mean climate and seasonal and interannual variability of
coastal extreme episodes with regard to their local vs. remote generations. This statistical
analysis revealed a relatively even distribution of large coastal wave events origins with
54% generated locally and 46% coming from a distant source. In particular, we evidenced
a significant proportion of extreme waves propagating across the equator, with 22% of
large coastal waves that originate from the opposite hemisphere. In addition, while large
waves generated at higher latitudes were known to affect tropical coastlines in winter,
this analysis uncovered a similar amount of extratropical coastal extremes originating
from paired wind-wave tropical regimes (~30%). This extratropical↔tropical propagation
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of large waves occurs mostly in the austral winter/boreal summer and is related to the
seasonally increased activity of both the southern jet-stream, which can spawn extreme
waves able to spread towards the eastern tropical Pacific shorelines, and the Northern-
Hemisphere cyclonic basins where strong northward reclining tropical storms can produce
waves energetic enough to reach the northern extratropical regions. Regardless, we found
that, compared to the extratropical shorelines, tropical coastlines tend to be under the
influence of a wider variety of waves in terms of direction and energy in particular related
to the seasonally alternated activation of waves propagating from the opposite hemisphere
and/or extratropical regions. This suggests potentially more important destabilizing
morphodynamical effects through more drastic changes in longshore drift in tropical
areas as compared to the extratropical regions where waves have a narrower window of
incidence year-round.

At interannual timescales, alternatingly increased coastal wave extremes between
the Western and Eastern Pacific were seen to emerge from the distinct seasonal influence
on wave regimes from ENSO in the Northern and SAM in the Southern Hemisphere. In
particular, ENSO was shown to promote, through atmospheric bridges, an intensification
and equatorward shift of the northern jet-stream into the tropical band, which induces a
significant increase in large coastal waves along the eastern seaboard in the boreal winter
at the peak of El Niño events. Conversely, the El Niño summer onset is characterized by
a more intense cyclonic circulation in the tropical western Pacific, driving a more active
hurricane season and thus larger tropical-storm waves affecting the western Pacific facade.
In the Southern Ocean, we similarly observed a seasonal east–west seesaw in large waves’
occurrence associated with the SAM influence on the polar jet-stream and the extratropical
wave regime. In particular, SAM drives a poleward shift and a meridionally homogeneous
zonal extension of the jet stream into the Pacific South-East associated with more extreme
waves in this region in the austral spring and winter. On the contrary, SAM’s influence in
the austral fall and winter is characterized by a meandering jet stream moving closer to
the Australian region and favoring occurrences of large waves in the Pacific South-West.
Interestingly, this snaking circulation also induces a strengthening of the south central
Pacific subtropical high-pressure system associated with an increase in southwesterly
waves that can spread towards the eastern Pacific tropical regions.

Due to the strong societal impacts of coastal flooding and erosion on a worldwide
increasing littoral population, there is an urgency to better understand the complex con-
nections between large-scale climate variability and regional coastal dynamics for more
adapted sustainable littoral management procedures [41–43]. This study provides a simple
framework and a methodology easily implementable to achieve such a goal. In particular,
it allows a rigorous and exhaustive quantification of the statistical relationships between
the occurrence of local coastal wave extremes and large-scale wind/wave regimes not
only restricted to the extratropical forcing patterns, which have long been the focus, but
also encompassing the atmospheric forcing related to tropical cyclones’ basin-scale activity
considered as an integrated wave regime. This comprehensive examination of coastal wave
origins emphasized the significant and widely underrated effect of remote wave regimes,
which are known for their large destabilizing influence on beach morphology [19,44].
For instance, Ranasinghe et al. [45] and Anderson et al. [46] observed shoreline rotation at
embayed beaches, and Trombetta et al. [47] observed an alongshore sediment drift reversal
with large consequences for coastal zone management and infrastructures. These remote
swells can also drive dramatic overtopping [6] even at storm-free areas, such as in the Gulf
of Guinea [1,48], facing the South Atlantic storm track, and in the Pacific due to distant
tropical cyclones [17,49–51].

Once the connections between open-ocean wave regimes and regional coastal ex-
tremes established, it becomes possible to apprehend their modulation in the context of
global climate variability, in particular, with respect to the dominant climate modes. Inter-
estingly, these results highlight the strong difference in the wave-extremes–climate-modes
relationships between summer and winter, through the seasonally modulated effect on
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the interannual variability of tropical and extratropical wave regimes associated with
ENSO and SAM. This not only confirms a potentially strong deterministic variability in
the Northern-Hemisphere wave activity operating from the nonlinear resonance between
El Niño frequencies and the annual cycle as discovered recently (31) but also suggests
that a similar mechanism might potentially play out in the Southern Ocean through a
SAM–annual-cycle combination mode. Exploring such phase-locked relationships in SAM
behavior may shed light on a new range of deterministic variability in the Southern
Hemisphere, which might help constrain wave variability, seasonal forecasts, and future
climate projection in a region already marked by a strong upward trend in wave extremes
(Figure 8). Because climate modes are usually predictable at seasonal timescales with
relatively good confidence, these results pave the way for reliable forecasts of coastal
waves and related hazards. For instance, the lead-time of state-of-the-art ENSO forecasts
is ~3–6 months [52], which therefore offers valuable anticipation for littoral and islands’
communities particularly vulnerable in the Pacific basin. In addition, since ENSO’s influ-
ence on both extratropical and tropical wave regimes extends beyond the Pacific through
its control on the planetary jet-streams and tropical cyclone activity respectively [38,53],
the framework described here can be replicated in other oceanic basins to evaluate the
pantropical ENSO influence on global wave regimes.
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